
EASY TO IDENTIFY ARM SIZING

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE X-LARGE

RECOMMENDED USE: Patients with fragile skin; to protect IV / wound sites and skin from 
tears and abrasions.

Derma ShieldTM protective arm and leg sleeves are a non-compres-
sion skin covering that help provide a protective barrier against 
tears and abrasions for fragile skin tissue and adapts to different 

body shapes. Protective arm and leg sleeves can also help prevent patient disruption of 
medical treatments by camouflaging both IV sites and wound sites by blending in with the 
patientʼs skin tone.

FITTING GUIDELINES - MEASURE BY THE BICEP AND THE CALF.
Protective Skin Sleeves are intended to fit comfortably.  Actual fit will depend on individual 
measurements and patient comfort level.  NYOrtho Protective Arm Sleeves will stretch up 
to 70% in size of both width and length. Use proper size, over stretching will result in a 
tighter fit adding to the amount of compression on the patientʼs skin and muscle.

INSPECTION
Inspect before each use: check for broken stitches; or 
torn, cut or frayed material; DO NOT use soiled or 
damaged products.

ARM APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Before applying the Derma Shield, roll the inside edge 

of the arm opening downwards until you reach the 
thumb opening.

2. Slip the arm opening over the patientʼs hand, 
placing the patientʼs thumb through the 
thumb hole.

3. Unroll the Derma Shield back up over the 
arm and adjust to a comfortable fit.

4. To uncover the palm, the patientʼs 
thumb may be removed from the 
thumb opening and the Derma 
Shield may be rolled up on the 
wrist.

Derma ShieldTM

www.nyorthousa.com



Style       Model         Size        Circumference       Length       Unit
Arm        9402-S        Small                 8½"             15½"      Pair                                
Arm        9402-M     Medium              11"             16½"      Pair   
Arm        9402-L         Large             11"              18"      Pair
Arm        9402-XL         XL             13"              20"      Pair
Leg         9100-U     Universal              11"                   13½"        Pair

Made in Taiwan

ANTIMICROBIAL NOT MADE 
FROM NATURAL 
RUBBER LATEX

PROTECTS 
SKIN

MACHINE 
WASHABLE

4-WAY STRETCH 
SOFT MATERIAL

Derma ShieldTM

LEG APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Before applying the Derma Shield, roll the inside edge of the leg opening downwards 

until you reach the heal curvature. 
2. Slip the leg opening over the patientʼs foot until the heal curvature is positioned over 

the heel. 
3. Unroll the Derma Shield back up over the leg and adjust to a comfortable fit.

WARNING
Inspect skin frequently for infection or damage and determine appropriate treatment.
Change product with new or laundered product in accordance with facility guidelines.

TO LAUNDER - Machine wash and dry at low temperature. For best results, hang dry.


